New Immigrant Survey
Section A - Demographics

SPOUSE IS NOT ASKED THIS MODULE.

A1. Now I have some questions about your background. I'd like to start out by asking you to please verify the spelling of your name. Could you please give me your full name starting with your family name.

(__________________) [MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A2. What is your given, or first name?

(__________________) [MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A6. [INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: CODE OR ASK IF NECESSARY:] I need to ask these questions of everyone, are you male or female?

MALE ................................................................. 1
FEMALE ............................................................. 2
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A7. In what year were you born?

YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1890 TO present]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A8. In what month were you born?

MONTH:

JAN.................................................................... 01
FEB.................................................................... 02
MAR ..................................................................... 03
APR ..................................................................... 04
MAY ..................................................................... 05
JUN ..................................................................... 06
JUL ..................................................................... 07
AUG ..................................................................... 08
SEP ..................................................................... 09
OCT ..................................................................... 10
NOV ..................................................................... 11
DEC ..................................................................... 12
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A9. On what day?

DAY: ## [RANGE=0 TO 31, DATE CHECK WITH MONTH]
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REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A9a. In what country were you born?

[EXHAUSTIVE COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COO FROM PRELOAD AT TOP] GO TO A9c
OTHER SPECIFY ...................................... 97 GO TO A9b
REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9c_X
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 GO TO A9c_X

A9b. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________________) [MAX RANGE=30] GO TO A9c_X

REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9c_X
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 GO TO A9c_X

A9c_X. [RANGE X=1 TO 3] {IM} {OS} XX=1: What is your country of citizenship?

XX=>1: [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY, OR SELECT "NO OTHER MENTIONED" FROM LIST BELOW]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COO FROM A9A ON TOP] X=1, X=2: GO TO A9c_X; X=3 GO TO A9e
NO OTHER COUNTRY .................. 995 GO TO A9e
OTHER SPECIFY ............................ 997 GO TO A9d_X
REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9e
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 GO TO A9e

A9d_X. {IM} {OS} OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________________) [MAX RANGE=30]

X=1, X=2: GO TO A9c_X; X=3 GO TO A9e
REFUSED...........................................-1 X=1, X=2: GO TO A9c_X; X=3 GO TO A9e
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 X=1, X=2: GO TO A9c_X; X=3 GO TO A9e

A9e. {IM} {CP} How much longer will you be where you are now?

NUMBER: ###.# [DISALLOW ZERO]

REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A10
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 GO TO A10

A9f. {IM} {CP} UNITS:

DAYS .................................................. 1 GO TO A9h
WEEKS ............................................. 2 GO TO A9h
MONTHS ........................................... 3 GO TO A9h
YEARS ............................................... 4 GO TO A9h
OTHER (SPECIFY) ......................... 997 GO TO A9g
REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9h
DON'T KNOW........................................-2 GO TO A9h

A9g. {IM} {CP} OTHER (SPECIFY) (____) [MAX =80]

REFUSED...........................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................-2

A9h. {IM} {CP} What country will you be moving to?
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[COUNTRY PICKLIST]

OTHER SPECIFY............................ 997 GO TO A9i
REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9j
DON'T KNOW.................................-2 GO TO A9j

A9i. {IM} {CP} OTHER (SPECIFY) (____) [MAX =30] GO TO A9j

REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9j
DON'T KNOW.................................-2 GO TO A9j

A9j. {IM} {CP} [ASK ONLY IF A9f=1 AND A9e≤180 OR A9f=2 AND A9e≤26 OR A9f=3 AND A9e≤6 OR A9f=4 AND SKIP IF A9E=YEARS; OTHERS GO TO A10] For what reason are you temporarily living overseas now?

REASON: (__________) [MAX = 200] GO TO A9k

REFUSED...........................................-1 GO TO A9k
DON'T KNOW.................................-2 GO TO A9k

A9k. {IM} {CP} [ASK ONLY IF A9h=United States AND (A9f=1 AND A9e≤30 OR A9f=2 AND A9e≤4 OR A9f=3 AND A9e≤1); OTHERS GO TO A10] I would like to complete this interview when you are in the United States. When would be a good time and date for someone to contact you when you are in the United States?

MONTH:

JAN.................................................... 01
FEB.................................................... 02
MAR.................................................... 03
APR.................................................... 04
MAY.................................................... 05
JUN.................................................... 06
JUL.................................................... 07
AUG.................................................... 08
SEP.................................................... 09
OCT.................................................... 10
NOV.................................................... 11
DEC.................................................... 12
REFUSED...........................................-1
DON'T KNOW.................................-2

A9m. {IM} {CP} DATE: ## [CHECK 1-31, MATCH WITH MONTH]

REFUSED...........................................-1
DON'T KNOW.................................-2

A9n. {IM} {CP} YEAR: #### [soft check: 2003-2004 ]

REFUSED...........................................-1
DON'T KNOW.................................-2

A9p. {IM} {CP} TIME: (_____________) [MAX=30] ALL RESPONSES GO TO N5 AND ASK N5-N11 AND N15 (BUT NOT RACE AND ETHNICITY QUESTIONS)

REFUSED...........................................-1
DON'T KNOW.................................-2

A10. Are you currently living by yourself or with other people? By living with other people I mean that there are, in your current residence, family members, housemates or roommates, foster children, roomers, boarders, or live-in employees, or persons who are temporarily away on a business trip, on vacation, or in a general hospital.

{QxQ: DO NOT INCLUDE: college students living away while attending college; people in a correctional facility, nursing home, or mental hospital on the date of the interview; Armed Forces personnel living somewhere else; or people who live or stay at another place most of the time;
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DO INCLUDE: people staying here on date of interview who have no other permanent place to stay; people living here most of the time while working, even if they have another place to live; college students who stay here while attending college; persons in the Armed Forces who live here; newborn babies still in the hospital; children in boarding schools below the college level)

ALONE.............................. 1  GO TO A20
WITH OTHER PEOPLE.................... 2
REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW.................................-2

A11. Including yourself, how many people are currently living in your household? [INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN 30 PEOPLE, ENTER THE EXACT NUMBER. HOWEVER, WE WILL ONLY ASK ABOUT UP TO 30 HH MEMBERS IN THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW]
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=2 TO 30] IF 1, PROBE THEN GO TO A20
REFUSED..........................................................-1  IF A10=REF, GO TO A20
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A12_XX. [RANGE XX=1 TO 30] (IM, OS: Text fill X=1: Now I'd like to ask you about the other people in your household.) Could you please give me the full name of the [FOR XX=1 / first; FOR XX>1 / next] person in your household, starting with the family name.[CP, XX=1: Now I’d like to ask you about the other people in your household beginning with [NAMEFILL SAMPLED CHILD FROM PRELOAD]. Could you please verify the spelling of [NAMEFILL SAMPLED CHILD]'s full name beginning with the family name?] CP XX>1: Could you please give me the full name of the [FOR XX>1 / next] person in your household, starting with the family name.

[INTERVIEWER: IF NO OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, ENTER 995]
(____________________) [MAX RANGE=40]
NO OTHER PERSON..................................... 995  GO TO A20
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A13_XX. (IM, OS; CP XX=>1) What is that person’s given, or first name?
[CP, XX=1:And please verify the spelling of [NAMEFILL SAMPLED CHILD]’s first name.]
(____________________) [MAX RANGE=40]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A15_XX. What is [name fill from A13_XX; IF A13_XX=-1,-2 / this person]'s relationship to you? [INTERVIEWER, READ IF NECESSARY: Please be as specific as possible when reporting relationships. If you have children, we would like to know which are your biological, adopted and step children. We are also interested in your biological, adoptive and step parents. If you are living with your extended family, please tell us if they are related to you on your mother's side or on your father's side. If you are living in a marriage-like relationship with someone, but are not officially married to that person, please let us know that you are living with your "unmarried partner".]
[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] GO TO A17_XX
OTHER SPECIFY ...................................... 97  GO TO A16_XX
REFUSED..........................................................-1  GO TO A17_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2  GO TO A17_XX

A16_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________________) [MAX RANGE=30] GO TO A17_XX
REFUSED..........................................................-1  GO TO A17_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2  GO TO A17_XX
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A17_XX. CODE FROM A15_XX IF POSSIBLE. OTHERS: INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NECESSARY: IF A13_XX =DK, REF, DO NOT SAY I CAN'T ALWAYS TELL FROM A NAME/ ELSE: I can’t always tell from a name, is [name fill from A13_XX; IF A13_XX=-1,-2 / this person] male or female?

MALE ................................................................. 1
FEMALE ............................................................ 2
REFUSED ........................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

A18_XX. In what year was [name fill from A13_XX; IF A13_XX=-1,-2 / this person] born?

YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1890 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED ........................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

{ASK ONLY OF BIO<ADOPTED< STEP CHILDREN OF R} ELSE SKIP TO A18B_XX
A18A_XX. In what month?

[MONTH LIST]

{ASK ONLY OF BIO<ADOPTED< STEP CHILDREN OF R}
A18A1_XX. On what day?

DAY: ## [RANGE=0 TO 31, DATE CHECK WITH MONTH]

REFUSED ........................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2

A18B_XX. In what country was [he/she/he or she] born?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST] GO TO A19_XX
OTHER SPECIFY ........................................... 997 GO TO A18B_XX
REFUSED ........................................................... -1 GO TO A19_XX
DON’T KNOW ...................................................... -2 GO TO A19_XX

A18C_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (___________) [MAX=30]

REFUSED ........................................................... -1 GO TO A19_XX
DON’T KNOW ...................................................... -2 GO TO A19_XX

{ASK ONLY OF BIOLOGICAL, ADOPTED OR STEP CHILDREN OF THE RESPONDENT or CHILD PROXY (A15_XX) AGES 3 TO <13 (AGE FROM A18_XX) AND ONLY IF PRELOAD “CNTRYEXP”=1 (Spanish country of origin) AND ONLY IF PRELOAD “ADOPORPH”=0 or blank (Immigrant is not Adopted Orphan, or Immigrant is an adult); ELSE SKIP TO A19 AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP, OR TO A12 FOR NEXT PERSON IN HH]

A18D_XX. (L4_X.) What was the first language [NAMEFILL Child from A13_XX/DK/REF this child] learned to speak when [he/she/he or she] was a child?

[INTERVIEWER: IF SPANISH AND ANY OTHER LANGUAGE REPORTED, SELECT SPANISH ON PICKLIST. ENTER OTHER LANGUAGE IN COMMENT BOX.]

[LANGUAGE PICK LIST] GO TO A19 IF AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP
OTHER SPECIFY ........................................... 997 GO TO A18E_XX
REFUSED ........................................................... -1 IF AT FINAL ITERATION SKIP TO A19 OR NEXT PERSON IN HH
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DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2 IF AT FINAL ITERATION SKIP TO A19 OR NEXT PERSON IN HH

A18E_XX. (L5_X.) OTHER/SPECIFY (________) [MAX = 30] GO TO A19 OR NEXT PERSON IN HH
REFUSED .................................................................. -1 IF AT FINAL ITERATION GO TO A19 OR NEXT PERSON IN HH
DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2 IF AT FINAL ITERATION GO TO A19 OR NEXT PERSON IN HH

A19_XX. [ASK ONLY AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP] Is there anyone else in the household?
Yes ............................................................ 1 FOR X=1 TO 29 GO TO A12_XX
No ............................................................ 2
REFUSED ..................................................... -1 FOR X=1 TO 29 IF THE NUMBER OF TIMES THROUGH THE LOOP IS < NUMBER IN A11 MINUS ONE, GO TO A12_XX.
DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2 FOR X=1 TO 29 IF THE NUMBER OF TIMES THROUGH THE LOOP IS < NUMBER IN A11 MINUS ONE, GO TO A12_XX.

[ROSTER REVIEW]
A20. Now, I have a few questions about your education. How many years of schooling in total have you completed? ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO LESSER OF 30 OR AGE FROM A7] IF ZERO GO TO A29
REFUSED.................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A21. How many of these years in school were spent in the United States?
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO NUMBER FROM A20] IF ZERO, GO TO A23
REFUSED.................................................................. -1 GO TO A23
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A22. How old were you when you first attended a school in the United States?
ENTER AGE: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO CURRENT AGE FROM A7]
REFUSED.................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A23. Have you received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from your schooling? [INTERVIEWER NOTE: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES]
YES........................................................................ 1
NO ....................................................................... 2 GO TO A29
REFUSED.................................................................. -1 GO TO A29
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A24. What is the highest degree, diploma or certificate that you have received? [INTERVIEWER: ENTER 995 IF NOT APPLICABLE]
(____________________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED.................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A24a. In what field is that degree? [IWER: IF NO FIELD, ENTER 995]
(____________________)[MAX RANGE = 80]
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A25. In what country did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] GO TO A27
OTHER SPECIFY ................................................................. 97 GO TO A26
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................ -2
REFUSED .................................................................................. -1

A26. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_____________)[MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A27. In what year did you receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A29. Do you hope to obtain a [IF A23=1 /higher] degree, diploma or certificate?

YES ......................................................................................... 1
NO ......................................................................................... 2
REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A30. What is the highest degree, diploma or certificate you hope to obtain? [INTERVIEWER: RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE]

(____________________)[MAX RANGE = 80]

REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A31. Are you currently enrolled in a class to learn or improve your English?

YES ......................................................................................... 1
NO ......................................................................................... 2
REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A32. [IF A31 = 1, -1 or -2 /Aside from the classes that you are taking to learn or improve your English] Are you currently enrolled in school somewhere?

YES ......................................................................................... 1
NO ......................................................................................... 2
REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2

A33. In what country is the school you are now attending?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH UNITED STATES ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES ASK A35, ELSE SKIP TO A36.
OTHER SPECIFY ................................................................. 997 [A34]
REFUSED .................................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................................... -2
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A34. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 30] GO TO A36
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1  GO TO A36
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2  GO TO A36

A35. In what state is that school?
    STATE CODE: (___) [MAX = 2]
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A36. In what city is that school? [INTERVIEWER RECORD VERBATIM]
    (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A37. What is the name of that school? [INTERVIEWER RECORD VERBATIM]
    (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A38. What grade or year of school are you in right now? (OTHER GO TO A39 ELSE A42)
    1st GRADE.......................................................  1
    2nd GRADE.......................................................  2
    3rd GRADE.......................................................  3
    4th GRADE.......................................................  4
    5th GRADE.......................................................  5
    6th GRADE.......................................................  6
    7th GRADE.......................................................  7
    8th GRADE.......................................................  8
    9th GRADE.......................................................  9
    10th GRADE.....................................................  10
    11th GRADE.....................................................  11
    12th GRADE.....................................................  12
    1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE.................................  13
    2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE.................................  14
    1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE.........................  15
    2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE.........................  16
    3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE.........................  17
    4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE.........................  18
    MASTER'S PROGRAM..................................  19
    DOCTORAL PROGRAM..................................  20
    PROFESSIONAL DEGREE...............................  21
    OTHER SPECIFY..................................... 997
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A39. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
    REFUSED.......................................................... -1
    DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2
A42. ASK ONLY IF A38 = 19,20,21,97. What year of this program are you in? [IWER INSTRUCTION NEEDED HERE]

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE = 0 TO AGE FROM A7]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

MILITARY HISTORY-

A43. Have you ever served in any country’s military?

YES................................................................. 1
NO ................................................................. 2 GO TO A52
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A52
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A52

A44. [RANGE X=1 TO 3] [FOR X=1 / In what country or countries was that?; FOR X=2,3 / IWER: CODE IF R MENTIONED MORE THAN ONE COUNTRY]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9AON TOP] FOR X=1,2 GO TO A44_X; FOR X=3 GO TO A47

NO OTHER MENTIONED ........................................... 995 GO TO A47
OTHER SPECIFY .................................................. 997 GO TO A45_X
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A47
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A47

A45. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_________________) [MAX RANGE = 30] [FOR X=1,2 GO TO A44_X; FOR X=3 GO TO A47]

REFUSED..........................................................-1 FOR X=1,2 GO TO A44_X; FOR X=3 GO TO A47
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 FOR X=1,2 GO TO A44_X; FOR X=3 GO TO A47

A47. How many years in total were you in active service?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO AGE FROM A7]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A48. What was your first year of active service?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A49. Are you still in active service?

YES................................................................. 1 GO TO A51
NO ................................................................. 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A50. When was your last year of military service?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2
A51. Do you have a disability connected with military service?

YES................................................................. 1
NO ................................................................. 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW..................................................-2

THE MARRIAGE HISTORY SECTION-

A52. Are you now: [IF R IS MARRIED AND ALSO LIVING TOGETHER WITH SOMEONE ELSE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP, CODE ‘MARRIED’ HERE.]

Married............................................................ 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married 2
Separated.......................................................... 3 GO TO A141
Divorced.......................................................... 4 GO TO A141
Widowed.......................................................... 5 GO TO A141
Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship 6 GO TO A141
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A141
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A141

A53_X. [RANGE X=1 TO 2] IF A52_XX=1 AND PARTNER IN HOUSEHOLD FROM A15_XX, LET X=1 BE SPOUSE AND X=2 BE PARTNER I would like to ask you some questions about your [husband/wife/partner]. How many years have you lived together?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO AGE FROM A7]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A54_X. How many years of schooling in total has your [husband/wife/partner] completed? ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A108_X

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A55_X. How many [IF A54_X>0 /of these] years in school were spent in the United States?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO NUMBER FROM A54] IF ZERO, GO TO A57_X

REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A57_X
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A56_X. At what age did your [husband/wife/partner] first attend a school in the United States?

ENTER AGE: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 99]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A57_X. Has your [husband/wife/partner] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? [INTERVIEWER: INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES]

YES................................................................. 1
NO ................................................................. 2 GO TO A108_X
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A108_X
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DON'T KNOW................................................................. -2

A58_X. What was your [husband's/wife's/partner's] highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A58a_X. In what field is that degree? [IF NO FIELD ENTER '995']

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
NO FIELD........................................................................ 995
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A59_X. In what country did your [husband/wife/partner] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP]
OTHER SPECIFY.......................................................... 997
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A60_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE=30]
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A61_X. In what year did your [husband/wife/partner] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1900 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A108_X. Does your [husband/wife/partner] hope to obtain a [IF A57_X=1 /higher] degree or certificate?

YES........................................................................... 1
NO............................................................................ 2
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A109_X. What is the highest degree, diploma or certificate your [husband/wife/partner] hopes to obtain? [INTERVIEWER: RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE]

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2

A110_X. Is your [husband/wife/partner] currently enrolled in a class to learn or improve [his/her/his or her] English?

YES........................................................................... 1
NO............................................................................ 2
REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.............................................................. -2
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A111_X.  [IF A110_X = 1 /Aside from the classes that your [husband/wife/partner] is taking to learn or improve [his/her/their] English; IF A110_X=-1,-2/ Aside from the classes that your [husband/wife/partner] may be taking to learn or improve [his/her/their] English,] is your [husband/wife/partner] currently enrolled in school somewhere?

YES..................................................................... 1
NO ..................................................................... 2 GO TO A122_X
REFUSED....................................................... -1 GO TO A122_X
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2 GO TO A122_X

A112_X. In what country is the school your [husband/wife/partner] is now attending?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH UNITED STATES ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES GO TO A114_XX. IF NOT US SKIP TO A115_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY................................................. 97 GO TO A113_XX
REFUSED....................................................... -1 GO TO A115_X
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2 GO TO A115_X

A113_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (______________) [MAX RANGE = 30]

REFUSED....................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A114_X. In what state is that school?

STATE CODE: (__)[MAX =2]

REFUSED....................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A115_X. In what city is that school?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 30]

REFUSED....................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A116_X. What is the name of that school?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]

REFUSED....................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A117_X. What grade or year of school is your [husband/wife/partner] in right now?

1st GRADE .................................................... 1
2nd GRADE .................................................. 2
3rd GRADE .................................................. 3
4th GRADE .................................................. 4
5th GRADE .................................................. 5
6th GRADE .................................................. 6
7th GRADE .................................................. 7
8th GRADE .................................................. 8
9th GRADE .................................................. 9
10th GRADE ............................................... 10
11th GRADE ............................................... 11
12th GRADE ............................................... 12
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1ST YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ......................... 13
2ND YEAR ASSOC. DEGREE ......................... 14
1ST YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE .................... 15
2ND YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE .................... 16
3RD YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE .................... 17
4TH YEAR BACHELOR DEGREE .................... 18
MASTER'S PROGRAM ............................... 19
DOCTORAL PROGRAM ............................... 20
PROFESSIONAL DEGREE ......................... 21
OTHER SPECIFY ................................. 97 [A118_X]
REFUSED ............................................... -1 [A121]
DON'T KNOW ........................................... -2 [A121]

A118_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED ............................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .......................................... -2

A121_X. ASK ONLY IF A117_X = 19, 20, 21, 97. What year of this program is your [husband/wife/partner] in?
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE = 0 TO 99]
REFUSED ............................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .......................................... -2

A122_X. Has your [husband/wife/partner] ever served in any country's military?
YES ..................................................... 1
NO ....................................................... 2 GO TO A137_X
DON'T KNOW ........................................... -1 GO TO A137_X
REFUSED ............................................... -2 GO TO A137_X

A122_X. Has your [husband/wife/partner] ever served in any country's military?
YES ..................................................... 1
NO ....................................................... 2 GO TO A137_X
DON'T KNOW ........................................... -1 GO TO A137_X
REFUSED ............................................... -2 GO TO A137_X

(1ST COUNTRY) A123_X,
(2ND COUNTRY) A126_X,
(3RD COUNTRY) A129_X, [FOR A123_X / In what country or countries was that?; FOR A126_X AND A129_X / IWER: CODE IR MENTIONED ANOTHER ONE]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] FOR
A123_X GO TO A126_X; FOR A126_X GO TO A130_X; FOR A130_X GO TO A132_X.
NO OTHER MENTIONED ................................ 995 GO TO A132_X
OTHER SPECIFY ...................................... 997 FOR A123_X GO TO A124_X; FOR
A126_X GO TO A127_X; FOR A129_X GO TO A130_X.
REFUSED ............................................... -1 GO TO A132_X
DON'T KNOW .......................................... -2 GO TO A132_X

(1ST COUNTRY) A124_X,
(2ND COUNTRY) A127_X,
(3RD COUNTRY) A130_X, OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________) [MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A124_X GO TO
A126_X; FOR A127_X GO TO A130_X; FOR A131_X GO TO A132_X.
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A132_X. How many years in total was your [husband/wife/partner] in active service?
[INTERVIEWER: ENTER ‘995’ IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR]

ENTER NUMBER: ### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 99]
LESS THAN ONE YEAR ................................ 995
REFUSED...................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A133_X. What was your [husband's/wife's/partner's] first year of active service?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1890 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED...................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A134_X. Is your [husband/wife/partner] still in active service?

YES.................................................................... 1 GO TO A136_X
NO ...................................................................... 2
REFUSED...................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A135_X. When was your [husband's/wife's/partner's] last year of military service?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1890 TO PRESENT]
[YEAR CANNOT BE BEFORE YEAR ENTERED IN A133]
REFUSED...................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A136_X. Does your [husband/wife/partner] have a disability connected with military service?

YES.................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2
REFUSED...................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A137 BRANCHPOINT: IF A52=1 AND SPOUSE NOT IN HOUSEHOLD ROSTER, ASK A137-A140 FOR SPOUSE; ALL OTHER GO TO A141 BRANCHPOINT.

A137_1. What country does your current [husband/wife] live in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES SKIP TO A139
OTHER SPECIFY.............................................. 997 [GO TO A138]
REFUSED...................................................... -1 [A140]
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2 [A140]

A138_1. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 30][A140]
REFUSED...................................................... -1 [A140]
DON'T KNOW............................................... -2 [A140]
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A139_1. In what state?

STATE CODE: (___) [MAX = 2]

REFUSED ...................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2

A140_1. Do you expect your [husband/wife] to join you in your household by [datadm FROM PRELOAD PLUS SIX MONTHS]?

YES ................................................................... 1
NO .................................................................... 2
REFUSED....................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2

A141 BRANCHPOINT: IF A52=1 (MARRIED) AND A PARTNER EXISTS FROM HOUSEHOLD ROSTER, GO TO A53 AND REPEAT FOR PARTNER.

A141. Altogether, how many times have you been married [IF A52=1 /including your current marriage]?

ONE TIME ....................................................... 1
TWICE ............................................................ 2
THREE TIMES ................................................. 3
FOUR OR MORE TIMES ............................... 4
NEVER .......................................................... 5

GO TO A232 DISALLOW IF A52=1,3,4,5

REFUSED ....................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2

A142_X. [RANGE= 1 TO 4]

In what year did your marriage begin?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED ....................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2

A143_X. In what country did this marriage occur?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] [A145]
OTHER SPECIFY ......................... 997 [A144]
REFUSED ....................................................... -1 [A145]
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2 [A145]

A144_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED ....................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2

A145_X. In what country was your [husband/wife] born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP] [A147]
OTHER SPECIFY ......................... 997 [A146]
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A146_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE=30]

- REFUSED ..........................................................-1
- DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

A147_X. In what year was your [husband/wife] born?

- ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1890 TO PRESENT]
- REFUSED ..........................................................-1
- DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

[IF A53=0 SKIP TO BRANCHPOINT]

ASK A148_X-A149_X FOR THE FIRST LANGUAGE, THEN A150_X-A151_X FOR THE SECOND LANGUAGE, ETC. UP TO A166_X-A167_X FOR THE 10TH LANGUAGE.

(1ST LANGUAGE) A148_X,
(2ND LANGUAGE) A150_X,
...
(10TH LANGUAGE) A166_X,

[LANGUAGE PICK LIST] FOR A148_X GO TO A150_X, FOR A150_X GO TO A152_X, ..., FOR A166_X GO TO A167a_X

NO OTHER MENTIONED .............................................. 995
OTHER SPECIFY ........................................................... 997

(1ST LANGUAGE) A149_X,
(2ND LANGUAGE) A151_X,
...
(10TH LANGUAGE) A167a_X,

[OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A149_X GO TO A150_X, FOR A151_X GO TO A152_X, ..., FOR A167a_X Go TO A167a_X

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

(1ST COUNTRY) A167a_x,
(2ND COUNTRY) A167c_x,
(3RD COUNTRY) A167e_x,

[FOR A167XX: What is your [husband/wife]'s country of citizenship?]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A145_X ON TOP] FOR A167a_x Go TO A167c_x, FOR A167c_x Go TO A167e_x, FOR A167e_x Go TO A168_x

NO OTHER COUNTRY .............................................. 995
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OTHER SPECIFY ........................................... 997 FOR A167a_X GO TO A167b_X;
FOR A167c_X GO TO A167d_X; FOR A167e_X GO TO A167f_X
REFUSED ....................................................-1 GO TO A168_X
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2 GO TO A168_X

(1ST COUNTRY) A167b_X,
(2ND COUNTRY) A167d_X,
(3rd COUNTRY) A167f_X, OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A167b_X GO TO A167c_X; FOR A167d_X GO TO A167e_X; FOR A167f_X GO TO A168_X
REFUSED ....................................................-1 FOR A167b_X GO TO A167c_X;
FOR A167d_X GO TO A167e_X; FOR A167f_X GO TO A168_X
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2 FOR A167b_X GO TO A167c_X;
FOR A167d_X GO TO A167e_X; FOR A167f_X GO TO A168_X

BRANCHPOINT:
X=1: IF R HAS BEEN MARRIED ONLY ONCE (A141=1) AND R IS CURRENTLY MARRIED (A52=1) GO TO A232
X=2: IF R HAS BEEN MARRIED ONLY TWICE (A141=2) AND R IS CURRENTLY MARRIED (A52=1) GO TO A232
X=3: IF R HAS BEEN MARRIED ONLY THREE TIMES (A141=3) AND R IS CURRENTLY MARRIED (A52=1) GO TO A232.
X=4: IF R HAS BEEN MARRIED ONLY FOUR TIMES (A141=4) AND R IS CURRENTLY MARRIED (A52=1) GO TO A232.

A168_X. How many years of schooling in total did your [husband/wife] complete? ACCEPT BEST ESTIMATE
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO LESSER OF 30 OR AGE FROM A147_XX with IWER option to accept unlikely response] IF ZERO GO TO A220_X
REFUSED ....................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2

A169_X. Did your [husband/wife] receive any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES
YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ..................................................................... 2 GO TO A220_X
REFUSED ....................................................-1 GO TO A220_X
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2

A170_X. What was your [husband/wife's] highest degree, diploma or certificate?
(____________________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED ....................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2

A171_X. In what country did your [husband/wife] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?
[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A145_X ON TOP]
OTHER SPECIFY ........................................... 97
REFUSED ....................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2

A172_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE=30]
REFUSED ....................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..............................................-2

A173_X. In what year did your [husband/wife] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?
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YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A147_X TO PRESENT]
REFUSED............................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW...................................................... -2

A220_X. What was the main occupation of your [husband/wife] during this marriage?

(__________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED ............................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ....................................................... -2

A221_X. Did this marriage end in separation, divorce or were you widowed?

SEPARATION ......................................................  1
DIVORCE ..........................................................  2
WIDOWED .........................................................  3
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2

A222_X. About how many years did that marriage last? [INTERVIEWER: IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, ENTER ‘95’]

IF WIDOWED (A221_X=3) GO TO A225 BRANCHPOINT

ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=YEAR OF A142_X TO PRESENT]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2

A223_X. What country does that [husband/wife] currently live in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES GO TO A225; ELSE
GO TO A225 BRANCHPOINT

OTHER SPECIFY ................................................. 997 [A224]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1 [A225 BRANCHPOINT]
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2 [A225 BRANCHPOINT]

A224_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________) [MAX RANGE=30]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2

A225_X. In what state?

STATE CODE: (_) [MAX =2]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ..................................................... -2

A225 BRANCHPOINT:
GO TO A142_XX TO REPEAT ONCE FOR A141=2, TWICE FOR A141=3 AND THREE TIMES FOR A141=4

FERTILITY HISTORY
A232. Now, we would like to ask about births of children. How many children [IF A6=1 / have you ever fathered; IF A6=2 / have you yourself ever given birth to; IF A6=-1,-2 / have you ever fathered or have you yourself ever given birth to]? DO NOT COUNT STILLBIRTHS, STEPCHILDREN, OR CHILDREN RESPONDENT HAS ADOPTED

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = 0 TO 35] IF ZERO GO TO A242
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A242
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A242

A232A_XX [RANGE XX=1 TO 35] Could you please give me this [FOR XX=1 AND A232>1 / first; FOR XX>1] child’s name starting with his or her family name? [IF XX=2 AND A232A_=NOT ON LIST/ Could you please give me this child’s name starting with his or her family name? [INTERVIEWER: ENTER “995” IF NO OTHER CHILDREN] [DISPLAY A232A OPEN VERSION OF QUESTION]]

[INTERVIEWER: SELECT CHILD FROM LIST BELOW OR SELECT “NOT ON LIST”]

BRING UP LIST OF BIOLOGICAL CHILDREN FROM HH ROSTER [GO TO A236A_XX]
NOT ON LIST GO TO A233_XX

AT XX=2 WHERE A232A_1 = 997 (NOT ON LIST) DISPLAY:

ENTER CHILD’S FAMILY NAME
[INTERVIEWER: IF NO OTHER CHILDREN ENTER ‘995’]

(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A233_XX
NO OTHER CHILDREN ............................................ 995 GO TO A242
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A233_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A233_XX

A233_XX. What is this [FOR XX=1 AND A232>1 / first; FOR XX>1] child’s given or first name?

(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A234_XX
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A234_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A234_XX

A234_XX. In what year was [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX]; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] born?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF RESPONDENT FROM A7 PLUS 12 YEARS TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A235_XX. In what month was that?

MONTH:

JAN..................................................................... 01
FEB..................................................................... 02
MAR..................................................................... 03
APR..................................................................... 04
MAY..................................................................... 05
JUN..................................................................... 06
JUL..................................................................... 07
AUG..................................................................... 08
SEP..................................................................... 09
OCT.................................................................... 10
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NOV .................................................................  11
DEC .................................................................  12
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

{ASK ONLY IF CH IS ELIGIBLE FOR ASSESSMENTS—DOB CHECK FROM A234_XX}
A235A_XX. On what day?

DAY: #

RANGE=0 TO 31, DATE CHECK WITH MONTH

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A236_XX. IF A233_XX =DK, REF, DO NOT SAY WE CAN'T ALWAYS TELL FROM A NAME/ ELSE ASK: We can’t always tell from a name. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] male or female?

MALE ..................................................................  1
FEMALE ............................................................. 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A236A_XX. [ASK ONLY IF A52=1] “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your {husband/wife}?"

1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A237]
2. STEP CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A236C; ELSE A237]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A236C; ELSE A237]
4. NO RELATIONSHIP [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A236C; ELSE A237]
5. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A236B]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A236B_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30][IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH A236C; ELSE 237]

A236C_XX. [ASK ONLY IF PARTNER IN HH] “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your partner?”

1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A237]
2. STEP CHILD [A237]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [A237]
4. NO RELATIONSHIP [A237]
5. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A236D]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A236D_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30]

[IF CHILD WAS CHOSEN FROM ROSTER AT A232A_XX AND ARE AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP, SKIP TO A241; IF CHILD CHOSEN FROM ROSTER BUT NOT AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP, GO TO A232A_XX]

A237_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] still alive?

YES...................................................................... 1 GO TO A239_XX
NO ..................................................................... 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A239_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A239_XX

A238_XX. In what year did [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] die?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX TO PRESENT] GO TO 241_XX
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REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO 241_XX
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2 GO TO 241_XX

[A239_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] living with you now, or with some other relative, or has [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] set up a separate household?

LIVING WITH RESPONDENT 1 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A241_XX; ELSE, GO THROUGH LOOP AGAIN A232A]

LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD.............................. 2 [A239A_XX] SET UP A SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD OF [HIS/HER] OWN3 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A241_XX; ELSE, GO THROUGH LOOP AGAIN]

OTHER SPECIFY .............................................97 [A240_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A241_XX; ELSE, GO THROUGH LOOP AGAIN]
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A241_XX; ELSE, GO THROUGH LOOP AGAIN]

A239A_XX. What is this person’s relationship to [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-1/this child]?

Relationship Picklist
OTHER/SPECIFY [GO TO A239B_XX]
[IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO 241_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A232A_XX.]

A239B_XX Other/Specify (____________) Max =30 characters [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A241_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A232A_XX]

A240_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________) [MAX RANGE = 30]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

IF A240-XX=ASKED: [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A241_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A232A_XX.]

A241_XX. [ASK ONLY AT FINAL ITERATION] Is there another child that [IF A6=1 / you fathered; IF A6=2 / you yourself gave birth to; IF A6=-1,-2 / you have ever fathered or have you yourself ever given birth to]?

YES.............................................................. 1 GO TO A232A_XX
NO .............................................................. 2
REFUSED........................................................-1 GO TO A232A_XX
DON'T KNOW.............................................-2 GO TO A232A_XX

A242. Have you ever legally adopted any children?

YES.............................................................. 1
NO .............................................................. 2
REFUSED........................................................-1 GO TO A255
DON'T KNOW.............................................-2 GO TO A255

A243. How many altogether?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = 0 TO 35] IF ZERO GO TO A255

REFUSED........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW.............................................-2
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A243A_XX. [RANGE XX=1 TO 35] Could you please give me [Text fill XX=1 this first/ELSE, this] child’s name starting with his or her family name?

BRING UP ROSTER, ADOPTED CHILDREN [IF CHOOSE FROM LIST GO TO A249A]
NOT ON LIST GO TO A244_XX

NO OTHER CHILDREN ......................................... 95 GO TO A255
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A244_XX
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A244_XX

A244_XX. What is the [FOR XX=1 AND A243>1 / first; FOR XX>1 / next] adopted child’s given or first name?

(_________________)[MAX RANGE=40]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A245_XX. In what year was [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] born?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1890 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A246_XX. In what month was that?

MONTH:

JAN .................................................................. 01
FEB .................................................................. 02
MAR .................................................................. 03
APR .................................................................. 04
MAY .................................................................. 05
JUN .................................................................. 06
JUL .................................................................. 07
AUG .................................................................. 08
SEP .................................................................. 09
OCT .................................................................. 10
NOV .................................................................. 11
DEC .................................................................. 12
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

{ASK ONLY IF CH IS ELIGIBLE FOR ASSESSMENTS—DOB CHECK FROM A245_XX}) ELSE SKIP TO A247_XX.

A246A_XX. On what day?

DAY: ## [RANGE=0 TO 31, DATE CHECK WITH MONTH]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A247_XX. In what year was [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] adopted?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2
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A248_XX. In what month was that?

MONTH:

JAN ................................................................. 01
FEB ................................................................. 02
MAR ................................................................. 03
APR ................................................................. 04
MAY ................................................................. 05
JUN ................................................................. 06
JUL ................................................................. 07
AUG ................................................................. 08
SEP ................................................................. 09
OCT ................................................................. 10
NOV ................................................................. 11
DEC ................................................................. 12
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

A249_XX. IF A244_XX =DK, REF, DO NOT SAY WE CAN'T ALWAYS TELL FROM A NAME/ ELSE ASK: We can't always tell
from a name. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] male or female?

MALE ................................................................. 1
FEMALE ............................................................. 2
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

A249A_XX. [ASK ONLY IF A52=1] “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your {husband/wife}?"

1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A250]
2. STEP CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A249C; ELSE A250]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A249C; ELSE A250]
4. NO RELATIONSHIP [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A249C; ELSE A250]
5. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A249B]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A249B_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30] [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A249C; ELSE A250]

A249C_XX. “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your partner?”

1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A237]
2. STEP CHILD [A237]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [A237]
4/95. NO RELATIONSHIP [A237]
5/97. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A236D]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A249D_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30]
[IF CHILD CHOSEN FROM ROSTER AT A243A_XX AND ARE AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP, THEN SKIP TO A254_XX, IF
NOT AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP, GO TO A243A_XX]

A250_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] still alive?

YES ................................................................. 1  GO TO A252_XX
NO ................................................................. 2
REFUSED ..........................................................-1  GO TO A252_XX
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2  GO TO A252_XX
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A251_XX. In what year did [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] die?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT] GO TO A254_XX, OR NEXT CHILD A243A_XX

REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A254_XX, OR NEXT CHILD

A243A_XX.

DON'T KNOW..........................................................-2 GO TO A254_XX, OR NEXT CHILD

A243A_XX.

[IF A250_XX=A (CHILD DECEASED) AND AT FINAL ITERATION, SKIP TO A254_XX; IF A250=2 AND NOT FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A243A; ELSE A252_XX]

A252_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] living with you now, or with some other relative, or has [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] set up a separate household?

LIVING WITH RESPONDENT1 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP XXXX]

LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD...4 [GO TO A 252A_XX]

SET UP A SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD OF [HIS/HER] OWN5 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

OTHER SPECIFY ..................................................................................................................97 [GO TO A253_XX]

REFUSED..................................................................................................................-1 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

DON'T KNOW ..................................................................................................................-2 [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

A252A_XX What is this person’s relationship to [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2/this child]?

Relationship Picklist [IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

Other Specify [GO TO A252B_XX]

A252B_XX Other Specify (__________) (Max characters=30)

[IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

A253_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________)

[MAX RANGE = 30]

REFUSED..................................................................................................................-1

DON'T KNOW...................................................................................................................-2

IF A253-XX = ASKED: IF FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A254_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A243A_XX]

A254_XX. [ASK ONLY AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP] Is there another adopted child?

YES..................................................................... 1 GO TO A243A_XX

NO ...................................................................... 2 GO TO A267

REFUSED..................................................................................................................-1 GO TO A243A_XX

DON'T KNOW...................................................................................................................-2 GO TO A243A_XX

A255. IF A141= CODE 5 NEVER MARRIED, SKIP QUESTIONS ABOUT STEP CHILDREN GO TO A267] Do you have any step children?

YES......................................................................................................................................1

NO ......................................................................................................................................2
A256. How many altogether?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = 0 TO 35] IF ZERO GO TO A267
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

A256A_XX. [RANGE XX=1 TO 35] Could you please give me this [FOR XX=1 AND A256>1 / first; FOR XX>1] child’s name starting with his or her family name?
BRING UP STEP CHILDROSTER [IF CHOOSE FROM LIST SKIP TO A261A]
NOT ON LIST [GO TO A257_XX]
NO OTHER MENTIONED

(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A257_XX
NO OTHER CHILDREN .........................................95 GO TO A267
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

A257_XX. What is this [FOR XX=1 AND A256>1 / first; FOR XX>1] stepchild’s given or first name?

(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A258_XX
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

A258_XX. In what year was [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] born?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK : DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT] RANGE:1890 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

A259_XX. In what month was that?

MONTH:

JAN.................................................................  01
FEB.................................................................  02
MAR.................................................................  03
APR.................................................................  04
MAY.................................................................  05
JUN.................................................................  06
JUL.................................................................  07
AUG.................................................................  08
SEP.................................................................  09
OCT.................................................................  10
NOV................................................................. 11
DEC................................................................. 12
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...................................................-2

{ASK ONLY IF CH IS ELIGIBLE FOR ASSESSMENTS—DOB CHECK FROM A258_XX}
A259A_XX. On what day?
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DAY: ## [RANGE=0 TO 31, DATE CHECK WITH MONTH]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A260_XX. In what year did you marry [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s [IF A6=2 / father; IF A6=1 / mother]?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB FROM A7 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A261_XX. INTERVIEWER CODE IF OBVIOUS OR ASK: IF A257_XX =DK, REF, Is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] male or female? / ELSE: We can’t always tell from a name. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] male or female?
MALE................................................................. 1
FEMALE............................................................. 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A261A_XX. [ASK ONLY IF A52=1] “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your {husband/wife}?"
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A262]
2. STEP CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A261C; ELSE A262]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A261C; ELSE A262]
4. NO RELATIONSHIP [IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A261C; ELSE A262]
5. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A261B]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A261B_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30][IF UNMARRIED PARTNER IN HH, A261C; ELSE A262]

A261C_XX. “What is the relationship of {this child/namefill child} to your partner?”
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD [A262]
2. STEP CHILD [A262]
3. ADOPTED CHILD [A262]
4. NO RELATIONSHIP [A262]
5. OTHER (SPECIFY) [A261D]
0. NOT SPECIFIED

A261D_XX. OTHER SPECIFY (_________) [MAX=30]

[IF CHILD CHOSEN FROM ROSTER AT A256A_XX, AND AT FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX, IF NOT FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A256A_XX]

A262_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] still alive?
YES................................................................. 1 GO TO A264_XX
NO ............................................................... 2 GO TO A264_XX
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A264_XX
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A264_XX

A263_XX. In what year did [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] die?
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ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX TO PRESENT] GO TO A266_XX, OR NEXT CHILD A256A

A256A_XX.

REFUSED..........................................................-1 A266_XX, OR NEXT CHILD,

DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 A266_XX, OR NEXT CHILD,

A256A_XX.

[IF CHILD IS DECEASED: AT FINAL ITERATION, GO TO A266_XX, NOT FINAL ITERATION GO TO NEXT CHILD; ELSE GO TO A264_XX]

A264_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] living with you now, or with some other relative, or has [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] set up a separate household?

LIVING WITH RESPONDENT1 [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP XXXX]

LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVE IN ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD...... 4 [GO TO A264_XX]

SET UP A SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD OF [HIS/HER] OWN  5 [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A256AXX]

OTHER SPECIFY ..........................................................97 [GO TO A265_XX]

REFUSED-1 [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A256AXX]

DON'T KNOW-2 [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP A256AXX]

A264A_XX What is this person’s relationship to [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2/this child]?

Relationship Picklist [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP XXXX]

OTHER/SPECIFY [GO TO A264B_XX]

A264B_XX Other/Specify (_____________) (Max characters =30) [IF FINAL ITERATION GO TO A266_XX; ELSE GO TO START OF LOOP XXXX]

A265_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]

REFUSED..........................................................-1

DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A266_XX. [ASK ONLY AT FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP]Is there another stepchild?

YES..................................................................... 1 GO TO A256A_XX

NO ...................................................................... 2

REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A256A_XX

DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A256A_XX

[IF CHILD IS CHILD FROM HH, GO TO A273 PREAMBLE]

A267_XX. IF A232=0, GO TO A394_XX. For XX=1 /Now I would like to ask you some questions about [each of the children that you have mentioned/IF ONLY ONE CHILD: your biological child that you mentioned]. / [I’d like to start with [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A236_XX=-1,-2 / your biological child / your first biological child]] [For XX > 1 /Now I’d like to ask you some questions about [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A236_XX=-1,-2 / your next biological child]]. In what country was [(namefill)/this child/IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] born? {text fills as they appear in CAP!}

[1st CHILD] Now I would like to ask you some questions about (each of the children that you have mentioned / your biological child that you mentioned/ NAME).

I’d like to start with (NAME / your biological child / your first biological child).
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(PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE)

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?

[2nd TO 35TH CHILD] Now I’d like to ask you some questions about (NAME / your next biological child).

(PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE)

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP] IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED (A237_XX = 2) AND CHILD WAS 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A238_XX MINUS A234_XX ≥ 18) GO TO A279_XX. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED (A237_XX = 2) AND YOUNGER THAN 18 AT TIME OF DEATH (A238_XX MINUS A234_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS NOT DECEASED (A237_XX=1,-1 OR -2) GO TO A270_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY............................................. 97
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’ T KNOW....................................................-2

A268_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________)(MAX RANGE = 30)

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A269_XX. In what state was [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] born? IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A237_XX=2) AND 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A238_XX MINUS A234_XX ≥ 18) GO TO A279_XX. IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A237_XX=2) AND YOUNGER THAN 18 AT TIME OF DEATH (A238_XX MINUS A234_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD.

STATE CODE: (__)(MAX =2)

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2

A270_XX. ASK ONLY IF A239_XX = 2,3,4,5,97,-1, OR -2. IF A239_XX=1 GO TO A273_XX. What country is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX]; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES SKIP TO A272_XX; ELSE A273_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY.............................................997 [A217]
REFUSED..........................................................-1 [A273_XX]
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2 [A273_XX]

A271_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________)(MAX RANGE = 30)[A273_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1[A273_XX]
DON’T KNOW....................................................-2[A273_XX]
A272_XX. What state is [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] living in?

STATE CODE: (___) [MAX =2]
REFUSED.......................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW.................................................... -2

A273_XX. How many years has [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] spent in the United States?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER '0' FOR NONE; ENTER '995' FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX TO PRESENT]

IF A267_XX = UNITED STATES GO TO A276_XX.

NONE ........................................................  0 GO TO A 277_XX
ALL HIS/HER LIFE.......................................... 995 GO TO A277_XX
REFUSED.................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW................................................ -2

A275_XX. In what year did [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first enter the United States?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX TO PRESENT]

IF A267_XX = UNITED STATES GO TO A276_XX.

A276_XX. In what year did [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first reenter the United States after living abroad?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX TO PRESENT]

(1ST COUNTRY) A277_XX.,
(2ND COUNTRY) A277b_XX.,
(3rd COUNTRY) A277d_XX., [FOR A277_XX: What is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s country of citizenship?] [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY, OR CHOOSE “NO OTHER MENTIONED” FROM LIST BELOW]
[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A267_XX ON TOP] FOR A277_XX GO TO A277b_XX; FOR A277b_XX GO TO A277d_XX; FOR A277d_XX GO TO A278a_XX
NO OTHER COUNTRY...................................... 95 GO TO A278A_XX
OTHER SPECIFY........................................ 97 GO TO A277A_XX
REFUSED.................................................... -1 GO TO A278A_XX
DON'T KNOW.............................................. -2

(1ST COUNTRY) A277a_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A277c_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A277e_XX., OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________)[MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A277A_XX GO TO A277B_XX; FOR A277C_XX GO TO A277D_XX; FOR A277E_XX GO TO A278a_XX
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A277B_XX; FOR A277C_XX GO TO A277d_XX; FOR A277e_XX GO TO A278a_XX
DON'T KNOW.................................................-2 FOR A277_XX GO TO
A277B_XX; FOR A277C_XX GO TO A277c_XX; FOR A277d_XX GO TO A278a_XX

[IF CHILD IS NOT IN HH OR NOT AGES 3 TO <18 SKIP TO A279_XX.]

A278A_XX. (L130_XX) Is [NAMEFILL CHILD/ this child] currently attending or enrolled in [IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A234_XX<10/regular school or preschool; IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A234_XX 10 OR OLDER/ school or college]?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A279_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A278B_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1  GO TO A278B_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2  GO TO A278B_XX.

A278B_XX. (L131) Has [NAMEFILL CHILD/ this child] ever attended or been enrolled in school?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A279_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A331_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1  GO TO A331_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2  GO TO A331_XX.

A279_XX. How many years of schooling [IF A237_XX=2/ did; ELSE/has] [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2/this child] [IF A237_XX=2/complete; ELSE/completed]?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO LESSER OF 30 OR DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A237_XX=2) GO TO A394_XX OR NEXT BIOL CHILD.
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS 3 TO <18 AND IN HH GO TO A279B_XX.
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS NOT 3 TO <18 OR NOT IN HH GO TO A331_XX.
ELSE GO TO A279A_XX.

A279A_XX. How many of these years were completed in the United States?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO NUMBER IN A279_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

IF CHILD IS 3 TO <18 AND IN HH GO TO A279B_XX.
IF CHILD IS NOT 3 TO <18 OR NOT IN HH GO TO A280_XX.


NURSERY/PRESCHOOL......................... 90 GO TO A280_XX.
KINDERGARTEN................................. 00 GO TO A280_XX.
1ST GRADE ........................................ 01 GO TO A280_XX.
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2ND GRADE.............................. 02  GO TO A280_XX.
3RD GRADE.............................. 03  GO TO A280_XX.
4TH GRADE.............................. 04  GO TO A280_XX.
5TH GRADE.............................. 05  GO TO A280_XX.
6TH GRADE.............................. 06  GO TO A280_XX.
7TH GRADE.............................. 07  GO TO A280_XX.
8TH GRADE.............................. 08  GO TO A280_XX.
9TH GRADE.............................. 09  GO TO A280_XX.
10TH GRADE............................. 10  GO TO A280_XX.
11TH GRADE............................. 11  GO TO A280_XX.
12TH GRADE............................. 12  GO TO A280_XX.
1ST YEAR IN COLLEGE.............. 13  GO TO A280_XX.
2ND YEAR IN COLLEGE.............. 14  GO TO A280_XX.
3RD YEAR IN COLLEGE.............. 15  GO TO A280_XX.
4TH YEAR IN COLLEGE.............. 16  GO TO A280_XX.
GRADUATE SCHOOL............... 17  GO TO A280_XX.
UNGRADED.............................. 95 GO TO A279C_XX.
REFUSED...................................... -1  GO TO A280_XX.
DON'T KNOW.............................. -2  GO TO A280_XX.

A279C_XX. (L133_X.) If [NAMEFILL Child/ this child] were in a graded class, what grade would [he/she/he or she] be enrolled in?

GRADE: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE = 0 TO 20] ....GO TO A280_XX.
  REFUSED...................................... -1  GO TO A280_XX.
  DON'T KNOW.............................. -2  GO TO A280_XX.

A280_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

  YES.......................................................... 1
  NO ...................................................... 2  GO TO A331_XX
  REFUSED.................................................. -1  GO TO A331_XX
  DON'T KNOW............................................... -2

A281_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(____________) [MAX RANGE=80]
  REFUSED .................................................. -1
  DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2

A282_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP][A284]
  OTHER SPECIFY .................................. 997 [A283_XX]
  REFUSED .................................................. -1[A284]
  DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2[A284]

A283_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________) [MAX RANGE=30]
  REFUSED .................................................. -1
  DON'T KNOW ............................................... -2
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A284_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB OF CHILD FROM A234_XX TO PRESENT]
REFUSED .................................................................-1
DON’T KNOW ...........................................................-2

A331_XX. IF CHILD IS UNDER 16 GO TO A267_X AND REPEAT FOR EACH BIOLOGICAL CHILD. Is [IF A236_XX=1 / he; IF A236_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] currently employed?

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2 GO TO A333_XX
REFUSED ..........................................................-1 GO TO A333_XX
DON’T KNOW ....................................................-2 GO TO A333_XX

A332_XX. What is [IF A236_XX=1 / his; IF A236_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] main occupation?

(_________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED .................................................................-1
DON’T KNOW ...........................................................-2

A333_XX. What is [IF A236_XX=1 / his; IF A236_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] marital status?

Married ................................................................ 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married 2 GO TO 392_XX
Separated ........................................................... 3
Divorced .............................................................. 4 GO TO 392_XX
Widowed ............................................................. 5 GO TO 392_XX
Never married, not living with someone in a marriage-like relationship 6 GO TO 392_XX
REFUSED ..........................................................-1 GO TO 392_XX
DON’T KNOW ....................................................-2 GO TO 392_XX

A334_XX. In what country was [NAMEFILL CHILD/this child]’s spouse born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP]
OTHER SPECIFY .................................. 997 [A335_XX]
REFUSED-1[SP COUNTRY CITIZENSHIP LOOP]
DON’T KNOW-2[SP COUNTRY CITIZENSHIP LOOP]

A335_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
REFUSED .................................................................-1
DON’T KNOW ...........................................................-2

(1ST COUNTRY) A336_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A336b_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A336d_XX. [FOR A336_XX: What is [NAMEFILL CHILD/this child]’s spouse’s country of citizenship? [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY OR CHOOSE “NO OTHER MENTIONED” FROM THE LIST BELOW]
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[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A334_XX ON TOP] FOR A336_XX GO TO A336b_XX; FOR A336b_XX GO TO A336d_XX; FOR A336d_XX GO TO A338_XX

NO OTHER COUNTRY ........................................ 995 GO TO A338_XX
OTHER SPECIFY ............................................... 997 FOR A336_XX GO TO A336a_XX;

FOR A336b_XX GO TO A336c_XX; FOR A336d_XX GO TO A336e_XX
REFUSED ...................................................... -1 GO TO A338_XX
DON’T KNOW .................................................. -2 GO TO A338_XX

(1ST COUNTRY) A336a_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A336c_XX,
(3RD COUNTRY) A336e_XX, OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A336a_XX GO TO A336b_XX;
FOR A336c_XX GO TO A336d_XX; FOR A336e_XX GO TO A338_XX
REFUSED ...................................................... -1 FOR A336a_XX GO TO A336b_XX;
A336b_XX; FOR A336c_XX GO TO A336d_XX; FOR A336e_XX GO TO A338_XX
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2 FOR A336a_XX GO TO A336b_XX;
A336b_XX; FOR A336c_XX GO TO A336d_XX; FOR A336e_XX GO TO A338_XX

A338_XX. How many years of schooling has [name fill from A233_XX; A233_XX=-1,-2 this child]'s spouse completed?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A390_XX.
REFUSED ...................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2

A339_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

YES ................................................................. 1
NO ................................................................. 2 GO TO A390_XX
REFUSED ...................................................... -1 GO TO A390_XX
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2 GO TO A390_XX

A340_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse’s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(_______________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED ...................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2

A341_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A336_XX ON TOP][A343_XX]
OTHER SPECIFY ............................................... 997 [A342_XX]
REFUSED ...................................................... -1 [A343_XX]
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2 [A343_XX]

A342_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) [MAX RANGE=30] (_______________)
REFUSED ...................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW ................................................ -2
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A343_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child’s spouse] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?  
  YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1900 TO PRESENT]  
  REFUSED .................................................................-1  
  DON’T KNOW ..........................................................-2

A390_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child’s spouse] currently employed?  
  YES ..................................................................... 1  
  NO ...................................................................... 2  
  REFUSED ..........................................................-1  
  DON’T KNOW ..........................................................-2

A391_XX. What is [IF A236_XX=2 / his; IF A236_XX=1 / her; ELSE / his or her] occupation?  
  (_________________) [MAX RANGE=80]  
  REFUSED .................................................................-1  
  DON’T KNOW ...........................................................-2

A392_XX. Does [NAMEFILL FROM A233_XX; IF A233_XX=-1,-2 / this child] have any children?  
  YES ..................................................................... 1  
  NO ...................................................................... 2  
  REFUSED ..........................................................-1  
  DON’T KNOW ..........................................................-2

A393_XX. How many children?  
  ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 0 TO 30]  
  REFUSED ..........................................................-1  
  DON’T KNOW ..........................................................-2

[IF CHILD IS FROM HH, GO TO A400 PREAMBLE]  
A394_XX. [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / your first adopted child]  
  I’d like to start with (NAME / your adopted child / your first adopted child).  
  {PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE}  

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?
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[2ND TO 35TH CHILD] Now I'd like to ask you some questions about  
(NAME / your next adopted child).

(PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE)

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP] IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED  
(A250_XX = 2) AND CHILD WAS 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A251_XX MINUS A245_XX ≥ 18) GO TO  
A408_XX. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED (A250_XX = 2) AND WAS YOUNGER THAN 18 AT  
TIME OF DEATH (A251_XX MINUS A245_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS  
NOT DECEASED (A250_XX=1,-1 OR -2) GO TO A397_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY........................................... 997
REFUSED.........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A395_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE = 30] [A397]

REFUSED.........................................................-1 [A397]
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 [A397]

A396_XX. In what state was [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] born? IF CHILD IS DECEASED  
(A250_XX=2) AND 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A251_XX MINUS A245_XX ≥ 18) GO TO A408_XX. IF  
CHILD IS DECEASED (A250_XX = 2) AND YOUNGER THAN 18 AT TIME OF DEATH (A251_XX MINUS A245_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD.

STATE CODE: (___) [MAX =2]

REFUSED.........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A397_XX. ASK ONLY IF A252_XX = 2,3,4,5,97,-1 OR -2. IF A252_XX=1 GO TO A400_XX. What country is [NAMEFILL FROM  
A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES GO TO A399_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY ............................97 [A398_XX]
REFUSED.........................................................-1 [A400_XX]
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 [A400_XX]

A398_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE = 30][A400_XX]

REFUSED.........................................................-1 [A400_XX]
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 [A400_XX]

A399_XX. What state is [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] living in?  
STATE CODE: (___) [MAX =2]

REFUSED.........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

[PREAMBLE FROM A394 "Now I'd like to..." (ONLY FOR CHILDREN FROM HH)
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A400_XX. How many years has [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] spent in the United States? [IWER: ENTER ‘0’ FOR NONE, OR ‘995’ FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE]
OTHER: ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT]

IF A394_XX=UNITED STATES GO TO A403_XX

- NONE ................................................................. 0 [GO TO A404_XX]
- ALL HIS/HER LIFE ............................................. 995 GO TO A404_XX
- REFUSED ......................................................... -1
- DON’ T KNOW .................................................... -2

A402_XX. In what year did [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first enter the United States?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT] GO TO A404_XX
REFUSED ......................................................... -1 GO TO A404_XX
DON’ T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A404_XX

A403_XX. In what year did [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first reenter the United States after living abroad?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT] GO TO A404_XX
REFUSED ......................................................... -1 GO TO A404_XX
DON’ T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A404_XX

(1ST COUNTRY) A404_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A404b_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A404d_XX... XX=1: [FOR A404_XX: What is [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s country of citizenship?] XX=2: [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY, OR SELECT “NO OTHER MENTIONED” FROM LIST BELOW]

[ COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A394_XX ON TOP] FOR A404_XX GO TO A404b_XX; FOR A404b_XX GO TO A404d_XX; FOR A404d_XX GO TO A406_XX
NO OTHER COUNTRY ........................................... 995 GO TO A406_XX
OTHER SPECIFY ................................................ 997 FOR A404_XX GO TO A404a_XX;
FOR A404b_XX GO TO A404c_XX; FOR A404d_XX GO TO A404e_XX
REFUSED ......................................................... -1 GO TO A406_XX
DON’ T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A406_XX

(1ST COUNTRY) A404a_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A404c_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A404e_XX, OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE = 30] ] FOR A404a_XX GO TO A404b_XX;
FOR A404c_XX GO TO A404d_XX; FOR A404e_XX GO TO A406_XX
REFUSED ......................................................... -1 FOR A404a_XX GO TO A404b_XX;
A404b_XX; FOR A404c_XX GO TO A404d_XX; FOR A404e_XX GO TO A406_XX
DON’ T KNOW .................................................... -2 FOR A404a_XX GO TO A404b_XX;
A404b_XX; FOR A404c_XX GO TO A404d_XX; FOR A404e_XX GO TO A406_XX

A406_XX. What was [his/her/his or her] relationship to you when you adopted [IF A249_XX=1 / him; IF A249_XX=2 / her; ELSE / him or her]?

[RELATIONSHIP PICK LIST] [A408_XX]
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OTHER SPECIFY......................... 997 [A407_XX]
REFUSED.....................................-1 [A407A_XX]
DON'T KNOW..................................-2 [A407A_XX]

A407_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
REFUSED............................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................-2

[BRAANCHPOINT: IF CHILD IS NOT IN HH OR NOT AGES 3 TO <18 SKIP TO A408_XX.]

A407A_XX. (L130_X.) Is [NAMEFILL Child/ this child] currently attending or enrolled in [IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A245_X< 10 / regular school or preschool; IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A245_X ≥ 10 / school or college]?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A408_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A407B_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1 GO TO A407B_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2 GO TO A407B_XX.

A407B_XX. (L131_X.) Has [NAMEFILL Child/ this child] ever attended or been enrolled in school?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A408_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A408A_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1 GO TO A408A_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2 GO TO A408A_XX.

A408_XX. How many years of schooling [IF A250_XX=2 / did; ELSE / has] [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] [IF A250_XX = 2 / complete; ELSE / completed]? IF A250_XX=2 GO TO NEXT CHILD.

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO LESSER OF 30 OR DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX]
REFUSED............................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................-2

IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A250_XX=2) GO TO A523_XX OR NEXT ADOPTED CHILD
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS 3 TO <18 AND IN HH GO TO A408B_XX.
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS NOT 3 TO <18 OR NOT IN HH GO TO A409_XX.
ELSE (IF >0, DK, REF) GO TO A408A_XX.

A408a_XX. How many of these years were completed in the United States?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO NUMBER IN A408_XX]
REFUSED............................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................-2

IF CHILD IS 3 TO <18 AND IN HH GO TO A408B_XX.
IF CHILD IS NOT 3 TO <18 OR NOT IN HH GO TO A409_XX.
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NURSERY/PRESCHOOL .......................... 90  GO TO A409_XX.
  00 ......................................... GO TO A409_XX.
1ST GRADE ...................................... 01  GO TO A409_XX.
2ND GRADE ...................................... 02  GO TO A409_XX.
3RD GRADE ...................................... 03  GO TO A409_XX.
4TH GRADE ...................................... 04  GO TO A409_XX.
5TH GRADE ...................................... 05  GO TO A409_XX.
6TH GRADE ...................................... 06  GO TO A409_XX.
7TH GRADE ...................................... 07  GO TO A409_XX.
8TH GRADE ...................................... 08  GO TO A409_XX.
9TH GRADE ...................................... 09  GO TO A409_XX.
10TH GRADE ..................................... 10  GO TO A409_XX.
11TH GRADE ..................................... 11  GO TO A409_XX.
12TH GRADE ..................................... 12  GO TO A409_XX.
1ST YEAR IN COLLEGE ....................... 13  GO TO A409_XX.
2ND YEAR IN COLLEGE ........................ 14  GO TO A409_XX.
3RD YEAR IN COLLEGE ....................... 15  GO TO A409_XX.
4TH YEAR IN COLLEGE ....................... 16  GO TO A409_XX.
GRADUATE SCHOOL ........................... 17  GO TO A409_XX.
UNGRADED ...................................... 95 GO TO A408C_XX.
REFUSED ......................................... -1  GO TO A409_XX.
DON'T KNOW ................................. -2  GO TO A409_XX.

A408C_XX. (L133_X.) If [NAMEFILL Child/ this child] were in a graded class, what grade would [he/she/he or she] be enrolled in?

GRADE: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE = 0 TO 20] GO TO A409_XX.
  REFUSED ...................................... -1  GO TO A409_XX.
  DON'T KNOW .................................. -2  GO TO A409_XX.

A409_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

YES ................................................. 1
NO .................................................. 2  GO TO A460_XX
REFUSED ......................................... -1  GO TO A460_XX
DON'T KNOW ................................. -2

A410_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(_______) [MAX RANGE=80]
  REFUSED ......................................... -1
  DON'T KNOW .................................. -2

A411_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP][A413_XX]
OTHER SPECIFY ................................ 997 [A412_XX]
REFUSED ......................................... -1[A413_XX]
DON'T KNOW .................................. -2 [A413_XX]
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A412_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_________) [MAX RANGE=30]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2

A413_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?
YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB OF CHILD FROM A245_XX TO PRESENT]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2

A460_XX. IF CHILD IS UNDER 16 GO TO A394_XX AND REPEAT FOR EACH ADOPTED BORN CHILD OR GO TO A529 AT FINAL ITERATION Is [IF A249_XX=1 / he; IF A249_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] currently employed?
YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2 GO TO A462_XX
REFUSED .......................................................... -1 GO TO A462_XX
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A462_XX

A461_XX. What is [IF A249_XX=1 / his; IF A249_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] occupation?
(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2

A462_XX. What is [IF A249_XX=1 / his; IF A249_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] marital status? [IER: IF MARRIED AND ALSO LIVING TOGETHER WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP, CODE MARRIED HERE]
Married ................................................................ 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married ....... 2 GO TO A521_XX
Separated ........................................................... 3
Divorced ............................................................. 4 GO TO A521_XX
Widowed ............................................................ 5 GO TO A521_XX
Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship 6 GO TO A521_XX

A521_XX
REFUSED .......................................................... -1 GO TO A521_XX
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A521_XX

A463_XX. In what country was ((NAMEFILL)/this child)’s spouse born?
[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP][A466_XX]
OTHER SPECIFY .............................................. 997 [A464_XX]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1 [A466_XX]
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2 [A466_XX]

A464_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON’T KNOW .................................................... -2
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(1ST COUNTRY) A465_XX.,
(2ND COUNTRY) A465b_XX.,
(3rd COUNTRY) A465d_XX., [FOR A465_XX: What is ((NAMEFILL)/this child)’s spouse’s country of
citizenship?[INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY, OR SELECT “NO OTHER
MENTIONED” FROM LIST BELOW]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A463_XX ON TOP] FOR A465_XX GO TO A465b_XX; FOR
A465b_XX GO TO A465d_XX; FOR A465d_XX GO TO A467_XX
NO OTHER COUNTRY ........................... 995 GO TO A467_XX
OTHER SPECIFY .................................... 997 FOR A465_XX GO TO A465a_XX;
FOR A465b_XX GO TO A465c_XX; FOR A465d_XX GO TO A465e_XX
REFUSED ............................................. -1 GO TO A467_XX
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2 GO TO A467_XX

(1ST COUNTRY) A465a_XX.,
(2ND COUNTRY) A465c_XX.,
(3rd COUNTRY) A465e_XX., OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________)
[MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A465a_XX GO TO A465b_XX; FOR
A465b_XX GO TO A465c_XX; FOR A465c_XX GO TO A465d_XX; FOR A465d_XX GO TO A467_XX
REFUSED ............................................. -1 FOR A465a_XX GO TO
A465b_XX; FOR A465c_XX GO TO A465d_XX; FOR A465d_XX GO TO A467_XX
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2 FOR A465a_XX GO TO
A465b_XX; FOR A465c_XX GO TO A465d_XX; FOR A465d_XX GO TO A467_XX

A467_XX. How many years of schooling has ((NAMEFILL)/this child)’s spouse completed?
ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A519_XX
REFUSED ............................................. -1
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2

A468_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s spouse received any degrees, diplomas or
certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

YES .......................................................... 1
NO ........................................................... 2 GO TO A519_XX
REFUSED ............................................. -1 GO TO A519_XX
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2 GO TO A519_XX

A469_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s spouse’s highest degree, diploma or
certificate?

(_________) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED ............................................. -1
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2

A470_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child]’s spouse receive this degree,
diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A465_XX ON TOP]
OTHER SPECIFY ..................................... 97
REFUSED ............................................. -1
DON’T KNOW ........................................ -2
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A471_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE=30]
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2

A472_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child’s spouse receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

   YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1900 TO PRESENT]
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2

A519_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child’s spouse currently employed?

   YES ..................................................................... 1
   NO ...................................................................... 2  GO TO A521_XX
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1  GO TO A521_XX
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2  GO TO A521_XX

A520_XX. What is [IF A249_XX=2 / his; IF A249_XX=1 / her; ELSE / his or her] occupation?

   (____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2

A521_XX. Does [NAMEFILL FROM A244_XX; IF A244_XX=-1,-2 / this child] have any children?

   YES ..................................................................... 1
   NO ...................................................................... 2  GO TO A394_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A523_XX.
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1  GO TO A394_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A523_XX.
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2  GO TO A394_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A523_XX.

A522_XX. How many children?

   ENTER NUMBER: # [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 0 TO 30]
   REFUSED ............................................................. -1
   DON’T KNOW .......................................................... -2

   [IF CHILD IS FROM HH, GO TO A529 PREAMBLE]

A523_XX. IF A141=5 NEVER MARRIED, OR IF A255_XX=2,-1,-2 GO TO A650. [For XX=1 IF A256=1/ Now I would like to ask you about your stepchild that you mentioned. [Namefill] In what country was [NAMEFILL FROM A256A_XX/ IF A256A=DK, REF: this child] born? /IF A256>1 / Now I would like to ask you some questions about each of your stepchildren that you have mentioned. I’d like to start with [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / your first stepchild] [For XX > 1 /Now I’d like to ask you some questions about [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / your next stepchild]]. In what country was [namefill/this child] born?

   {Text fills as they appear in CAPI:}
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[1ST CHILD] Now I would like to ask you some questions about (each of the children that you have mentioned / your stepchild that you mentioned/ NAME).

I’d like to start with (NAME / your stepchild / your first stepchild).

{PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE}

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?

[2ND TO 35TH CHILD] Now I’d like to ask you some questions about (NAME / your next stepchild).

{PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE}

[CHILD NOT IN HH] In what country was (NAME / this child / he / she/he or she) born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ON TOP] IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED (A262_XX = 2) AND CHILD WAS 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A263_XX MINUS A258_XX ≥ 18) GO TO A535_XX. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS DECEASED (A262_XX = 2) AND YOUNGER THAN 18 AT TIME OF DEATH (A263_XX MINUS A258_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD. IF NOT UNITED STATES AND CHILD IS NOT DECEASED (A262_XX=1,-1 OR -2) GO TO A526_XX.

OTHER SPECIFY ....................... 97[A524_XX]
REFUSED.................................................. -1
DON’T KNOW............................................ -2

A524_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________)[MAX RANGE = 30] [A526_XX]

A525_XX. In what state was [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] born? IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A262_XX = 2) AND 18 OR OLDER AT TIME OF DEATH (A263_XX MINUS A258_XX ≥ 18) GO TO A535_XX. IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A262_XX = 2) AND YOUNGER THAN 18 AT TIME OF DEATH (A263_XX MINUS A258_XX < 18) GO TO NEXT CHILD.

STATE CODE: (__) [MAX =2]

A526_XX. ASK ONLY IF A264_XX = 2,3,4,5,97,-1 OR -2. IF A264_XX=1 GO TO A529_XX. What country is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES SKIP TO A528_XX, ELSE GO TO A529_XX.

A527_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (____________________)[MAX RANGE = 30][A529_XX]

OTHER SPECIFY ....................... 997 [A527_XX]
REFUSED.................................................. -1[A529_XX]
DON’T KNOW............................................ -2 [A529_XX]
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A528_XX. What state is [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] living in?

STATE CODE: (__) [MAX =2]

REFUSED..........................-1  
DON'T KNOW..........................-2

[PREAMBLE FROM A523 "Now I'd like to…” (ONLY IF CHILD IS FROM HH)]

A529_XX. How many years has [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] spent in the United States? [IWER: ENTER '0' FOR NONE OR ENTER "995" FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE]

OTHER: ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT RANGE CHECK = DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX TO PRESENT]

IF A523_XX = UNITED STATES GO TO A532_XX.

NONE 0 GO TO A533_XX

ALL HIS/HER LIFE..........................1 GO TO A533_XX

REFUSED..........................-1 
DON'T KNOW..........................-2

A531_XX. In what year did [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first enter the United States?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX TO PRESENT]

REFUSED.........................................-1  GO TO A533_XX

DON'T KNOW..................................-2 GO TO A533_XX

A532_XX. In what year did [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] first reenter the United States after living abroad?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX TO PRESENT]

REFUSED.........................................-1 
DON'T KNOW..................................-2

(1ST COUNTRY) A533_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A533b_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A533d_XX, XX=1: [FOR A533_XX: What is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s country of citizenship?]XX=>1:[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED ANOTHER COUNTRY, CODE IT, OR SELECT "NO OTHER COUNTRY" FROM LIST BELOW]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A523_XX ON TOP] FOR A533_XX GO TO A533b_XX; FOR A533b_XX GO TO A533d_XX; FOR A533d_XX GO TO BRANCHPOINT

NO OTHER COUNTRY..........................995 GO TO BRANCHPOINT 
OTHER SPECIFY............................997 FOR A533_XX GO TO A533a_XX;

FOR A533b_XX GO TO A533c_XX; FOR A533d_XX GO TO A533e_XX

REFUSED.........................................-1 GO TO BRANCHPOINT

DON'T KNOW.................................-2 GO TO BRANCHPOINT

(1ST COUNTRY) A533a_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A533c_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A533d_XX, OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A533a_XX GO TO A533b_XX; FOR A533b_XX GO TO A533c_XX; FOR A533c_XX GO TO A533d_XX; FOR A533d_XX GO TO BRANCHPOINT

REFUSED.........................................-1 FOR A533a_XX GO TO A533b_XX

DON'T KNOW.................................-2 FOR A533a_XX GO TO A533b_XX; FOR A533b_XX GO TO A533c_XX; FOR A533c_XX GO TO A533d_XX; FOR A533d_XX GO TO BRANCHPOINT

NIS-2003-1 43 November 10, 2005
[BRANCHPOINT: IF CHILD IS NOT IN HH OR NOT AGES 3 TO <18 SKIP TO A535_XX.] 

A534_XX  (L130_X) Is [NAMEFILL Child/this child] currently attending or enrolled in [IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A258_X < 10 / regular school or preschool; IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A258_X ≥ 10 / school or college]?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A535_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A534A_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1 GO TO A534A_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2 GO TO A534A_XX.

A534A_XX  (L131_X.) Has [NAMEFILL Child/this child] ever attended or been enrolled in school?

YES..................................................... 1 GO TO A535_XX.
NO ...................................................... 2 GO TO A587_XX.
REFUSED.......................................... -1 GO TO A587_XX.
DON'T KNOW.................................... -2 GO TO A587_XX.

A535_XX  How many years of schooling [IF A262_XX = 2 / did; ELSE / has] [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] [IF A262_XX=2 / complete; ELSE / completed] IF A262_XX = 2 GO TO NEXT CHILD.

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO LESSER OF 30 OR DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

IF CHILD IS DECEASED (A262_XX=2) GO TO A728_XX OR NEXT STEPCCHILD
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS IN HH AND IS 3 TO <18 GO TO A535B.
IF ZERO AND CHILD IS NOT IN HH OR NOT 3 TO <18 GO TO A587_XX.
ELSE (IF>0, DK, REF) GO TO A535A_XX.

A535A_XX  How many of these years were completed in the United States?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO NUMBER IN A535_XX]

REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

IF CHILD IS 3 TO <18 AND IN HH GO TO A535B_XX.
IF CHILD IS NOT 3 TO <18 OR NOT IN HH GO TO A536_XX.

A535B_XX  (L132_X.) What grade of [IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A258_X < 10 / regular school or preschool; IF AGE OF CHILD FROM A258_X ≥ 10/ school or college], if any, [IF A534_XX [L130_X]=1 /is [NAMEFILL Child/this child] attending; IF A534A_XX [L131_X]=1 / did [NAMEFILL Child/this child] last attend]?

NURSERY/PRESCHOOL......................... 90 GO TO A536_XX.
KINDERGARTEN............................... 00 GO TO A536_XX.
1ST GRADE..................................... 01 GO TO A536_XX.
2ND GRADE................................. 02 GO TO A536_XX.
3RD GRADE................................. 03 GO TO A536_XX.
4TH GRADE................................. 04 GO TO A536_XX.
5TH GRADE................................. 05 GO TO A536_XX.
6TH GRADE................................. 06 GO TO A536_XX.
7TH GRADE................................. 07 GO TO A536_XX.
8TH GRADE................................. 08 GO TO A536_XX.
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9TH GRADE ................................. 09  GO TO A536_XX.
10TH GRADE ................................. 10  GO TO A536_XX.
11TH GRADE ................................. 11  GO TO A536_XX.
12TH GRADE ................................. 12  GO TO A536_XX.
1ST YEAR IN COLLEGE ................. 13  GO TO A536_XX.
2ND YEAR IN COLLEGE ................. 14  GO TO A536_XX.
3RD YEAR IN COLLEGE ................. 15  GO TO A536_XX.
4TH YEAR IN COLLEGE ................. 16  GO TO A536_XX.
GRADUATE SCHOOL .................... 17  GO TO A536_XX.
UNGRADED .................................. 95 GO TO A535C_XX.
REFUSED .................................. -1  GO TO A536_XX.
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2  GO TO A536_XX.

A535C_XX. (L133_X.) If [NAMEFILL Child/ this child] were in a graded class, what grade would [he/she/he or she] be enrolled in?
GRADE: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE = 0 TO 20] GO TO A536
REFUSED ................................ -1  GO TO A536
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2  GO TO A536

A536_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES
YES .............................................. 1
NO ............................................... 2  GO TO A587_XX
REFUSED ...................................... -1  GO TO A587_XX
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2

A537_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s highest degree, diploma or certificate?
(_______) [MAX RANGE=80]
REFUSED ...................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2

A538_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?
[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP][A540_XX]
OTHER SPECIFY .................................... 997 [A539_XX]
REFUSED ...................................... -1[A540_XX]
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2 [A540_XX]

A539_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______) [MAX RANGE=30]
REFUSED ...................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .............................. -2

A540_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?
YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB OF CHILD FROM A258_XX TO PRESENT]
REFUSED ...................................... -1
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DON'T KNOW ...........................................................-2

A587_XX. IF CHILD IS UNDER 16 GO TO A523_XX AND REPEAT FOR EACH STEPCHILD IF ON LAST CHILD GO TO A650.
Is [IF A261_XX=1 / he; IF A261_XX=2 / she; ELSE / he or she] currently employed?

YES................................................................. 1
NO .................................................................... 2 GO TO A589_XX
REFUSED .........................................................-1 GO TO A589_XX
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2 GO TO A589_XX

A588_XX. What is [IF A261_XX=1 / his; IF A261_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] occupation?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED ...........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2

A589_XX. What is [IF A261_XX=1 / his; IF A261_XX=2 / her; ELSE / his or her] marital status?

Married ............................................................ 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married 2 GO TO A648_XX
Separated ...................................................... 3
Divorced ........................................................ 4 GO TO A648_XX
Widowed ......................................................... 5 GO TO A648_XX
Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship 6

.............................................................. GO TO A648_XX
REFUSED .........................................................-1 GO TO A648_XX
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2 GO TO A648_XX

A590_XX. In what country was {TEXT FILL CHILD NAME/this child)'s spouse born?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP][A592_XX]
NO OTHER COUNTRY ........................................ 995 [A591_XX]
OTHER SPECIFY ............................................. 997 [A592_XX]
REFUSED .........................................................-1 [A592_XX]
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2 [A592_XX]

A591_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (______________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
REFUSED ...........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2

(1ST COUNTRY) A592_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A592b_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A592d_XX, XX=1: [FOR A592_XX: What is [NAMEFILL CHILD/this child]'s spouse’s country of citizenship?]
XX>1: [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY OR SELECT "NO OTHER MENTIONED" FROM LIST BELOW]

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A590_XX ON TOP] FOR A592_XX GO TO A592b_XX;
FOR A592b_XX GO TO A592d_XX; FOR A592d_XX GO TO A594_XX
NO OTHER COUNTRY ........................................ 95 GO TO A594_XX
OTHER SPECIFY ............................................. 97 FOR A592_XX GO TO A592a_XX;
FOR A592b_XX GO TO A592c_XX; FOR A592d_XX GO TO A592e_XX
REFUSED .........................................................-1 GO TO A594_XX
DON'T KNOW ..................................................-2 GO TO A594_XX
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(1ST COUNTRY) A592a_XX.,
(2ND COUNTRY) A592c_XX.,
(3rd COUNTRY) A592e_XX., OTHER (SPECIFY) (_____________)

[MAK RANGE = 30] FOR A592a_XX GO TO A592b_XX; FOR A592c_XX GO TO A592d_XX; FOR A592e_XX GO TO A594_XX

A592b_XX; FOR A592c_XX GO TO A592d_XX; FOR A592e_XX GO TO A594_XX

A592b_XX; FOR A592c_XX GO TO A592d_XX; FOR A592e_XX GO TO A594_XX

A594_XX. How many years of schooling has [NAMEFILL CHILD/ this child]'s spouse completed?

ENTER NUMBER: ##

[SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A646_XX

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A595_XX. Has [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse received any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ..................................................................... 2
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A596_XX. What was [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse's highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(_________) [MAX RANGE=80]

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A597_XX. In what country did [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A592_XX ON TOP][A599_XX]

OTHER SPECIFY ...........................................997

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A598_XX. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_________) [MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A599_XX. In what year did [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=1900 TO PRESENT]

REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DONT KNOW ......................................................-2

A646_XX. Is [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child]'s spouse currently employed?
A647_XX. What is [IF A261_XX=2 / his; IF A261_XX=1 / her; ELSE / his or her] occupation?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED .................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ..............................................................-2

A648_XX. Does [NAMEFILL FROM A257_XX; IF A257_XX=-1,-2 / this child] have any children?

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2 GO TO A523_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A650_XX.
REFUSED ..........................................................-1 GO TO A523_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A650_XX.
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2 GO TO A523_XX FOR NEXT ITERATION OR GO TO A650_XX.

A649_XX. How many children?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 0 TO 30]
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

A650. Now I would like to ask you some questions about your brothers and sisters. By this I mean your biological brothers and sisters, your half brothers and sisters, your step brothers and sisters, and your adopted brothers and sisters. How many brothers and sisters do you have in total?

[INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN 20 PEOPLE, ENTER THE EXACT NUMBER. HOWEVER, WE WILL ONLY ASK ABOUT 20 SIBLINGS IN THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW]
ENTER NUMBER: ### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A728.
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2

A650A_XX. [RANGE = 1 TO 20] Could you please give me your [FOR XX=1 AND A650>1 / oldest; FOR XX>1 / next] brother or sister's name starting with his or her family name?

[INTERVIEWER: IF NOT OTHER SIBLINGS, ENTER 995]
[IF R REPORTED SIBLINGS IN HH, BRING UP LIST HERE]
IF CHOOSE FROM LIST GO TO A652
NOT ON LIST [DISPLAY OPEN VERSION OF QUESTION]:

(____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A651_XX
NO (OTHER) SIBLING ............................................ 95 GO TO A728
REFUSED ..........................................................-1 GO TO A651_XX
DON'T KNOW ....................................................-2 GO TO A651_XX

A651_XX. What is this brother or sister's given or first name?

(____________________) [MAX RANGE=40]
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A652_XX. What is his or her relationship to you? [INTERVIEWER, READ IF NECESSARY:]

- FULL BROTHER ................................................ 1
- HALF BROTHER................................................ 2
- STEP BROTHER................................................ 3
- FULL SISTER..................................................... 4
- HALF SISTER..................................................... 5
- STEP SISTER .................................................... 6
- ADOPTED BROTHER........................................ 7
- ADOPTED SISTER ............................................ 8
- REFUSED.......................................................-1
- DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

[IF SIBLING FROM HH (IF CHOSE FROM ROSTER AT A650A_XX, GO TO NEXT SIBLING OR ASK A727_XX AT FINAL ITERATION]

A653_XX. In what year was [NAMEFILL FROM A651_XX]; IF A651_XX=-1,-2 / this sibling] born?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1890 TO PRESENT] GO TO A650a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A650_XX; ELSE GO TO A727_XX

REFUSED ..........................................................-1 GO TO A650a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A650_XX; ELSE GO TO A727_XX

DON'T KNOW ...................................................................-2 GO TO A650a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A650_XX; ELSE GO TO A727_XX

A727_XX. [ASK ONLY AT THE FINAL ITERATION] Are there any more brothers or sisters that you have not told us about?

- YES................................................................. 1 GO TO A650A_XX.
- NO ................................................................. 2
- REFUSED.......................................................-1
- DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A728. IF A52≠1 GO TO A806_X. Now I would like to ask you some questions about your [husband/wife]’s brothers and sisters. By this I mean your [husband/wife]’s biological brothers and sisters, your [husband/wife]’s half brothers and sisters, your [husband/wife]’s step brothers and sisters, and your [husband/wife]’s adopted brothers and sisters. How many brothers and sisters does your [husband/wife] have in total?

[INTERVIEWER: IF MORE THAN 20 PEOPLE, ENTER THE EXACT NUMBER. HOWEVER, WE WILL ONLY ASK ABOUT 20 SIBLINGS IN THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW]

ENTER NUMBER: ### [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A806_X

REFUSED.......................................................-1

DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A728A_XX. [RANGE = 1 TO 20] Could you please give me your [husband/wife]’s [FOR XX=1 AND A728>1 / oldest; FOR XX>1 / next] brother or sister’s name starting with his or her family name?

[IF SPOUSE’S SIBLINGS PRESENT IN HH, BRING UP LIST HERE]

IF CHOOSE FROM ROSTER, SKIP TO A730_XX

NOT ON LIST [DISPLAY OPEN ENDED VERSION OF QUESTION]:
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(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40] GO TO A729_XX
NO (OTHER) SIBLING .................................................. 95 GO TO A806
REFUSED .................................................................... -1 GO TO A729_XX
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2 GO TO A729_XX

A729_XX. What is your [husband/wife]'s [FOR XX=1 oldest; FOR XX>1 / next] brother or sister's given or first name?

(_____________________) [MAX RANGE=40]
REFUSED .................................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2

A730_XX. What is his or her relationship to your spouse? [INTERVIEWER, READ IF NECESSARY:]

FULL BROTHER ................................................ 1
HALF BROTHER ................................................ 2
STEP BROTHER ................................................ 3
FULL SISTER ..................................................... 4
HALF SISTER ..................................................... 5
STEP SISTER .................................................... 6
ADOPTED BROTHER ........................................ 7
ADOPTED SISTER ............................................ 8
REFUSED .................................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2

[IF SPOUSE'S SIBLING IS FROM HH, GO TO NEXT SIBLING OR ASK A805A_XX AT FINAL ITERATION]

A731_XX. What year was [NAMEFILL FROM A729_XX; IF A729_XX=-1,-2 / this sibling] born?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1890 TO PRESENT] GO TO A728a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A728_XX; ELSE GO TO A805a_XX.
REFUSED .................................................................... -1 GO TO A728a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A728_XX; ELSE GO TO A805a_XX.
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2 GO TO A728a_XX FOR NUMBER IN A728_XX; ELSE GO TO A805a_XX.

A805a_XX. [ASK ONLY AFTER FINAL ITERATION OF LOOP] Are there any more brothers and sisters that you haven't told us about?

YES ................................................................. 1 GO TO A728A_XX.
NO ................................................................. 2
REFUSED .................................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2

A806_XX. PREAMBLE: Now I would like to ask you some questions about [FOR X=1 / your parents; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person who raised you].

A806a_XX. [RANGE X=1 TO 3] In what year was [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] born?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1850 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED .................................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW ........................................................... -2
A808_X. In what country was [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] born?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] OTHER SPECIFY 997[A809_XX]
REFUSED........................................-1[A811_X]
DON'T KNOW......................................-2[A811_X]

A809_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (______________) [MAX RANGE = 30][A811_X]
REFUSED........................................-1[A811_X]
DON'T KNOW......................................-2[A811_X]

A811_X. {AUTOCODE 1 IF IN HH}Is [FOR X=1 / your father; FOR X=2 / your mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] still alive?

YES.........................................................1 GO TO A813_X
NO......................................................2
REFUSED...............................................-1 GO TO A813_X
DON'T KNOW..........................-2 GO TO A813_X

A812_X. In what year did [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] die?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB FROM A806_X TO PRESENT] GO TO A818_X
REFUSED........................................-1 GO TO A818_X
DON'T KNOW....................................-2 GO TO A818_X

A813_X. {AUTOCODE 1 IF IN HH}Does [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] currently live with you in this household, live in a separate household, or what?

IN THIS HOUSEHOLD....................................1 GO TO A818_X
IN SEPARATE HOUSEHOLD............................2[A815_X]
OTHER SPECIFY........................................997[A814_X]
REFUSED...............................................-1[A815_X]
DON'T KNOW......................................-2[A815_X]

A814_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (__________) [MAX RANGE = 30]
REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW...........................................-2

A815_X. {IF IN HH< AUTOCODE R'S COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE} What country is [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] currently living in?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP] IF UNITED STATES SKIP TO A817_X, ELSE SKIP TO A818_X.
OTHER SPECIFY........................997[A816_X]
REFUSED........................................-1[A818_X]
DON'T KNOW................................-2[A818_X]

A816_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (______________) [MAX RANGE = 30][A818_X]
REFUSED........................................-1[A818_X]
DON'T KNOW...................................-2[A818_X]

A817_X. What state is [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] living in?
STATE CODE: (__) [MAX =2]
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A818_X. How many years [IF A811_X=2 / did; ELSE / has] [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] [IF A811_X=2 / spend; ELSE / spent] in the United States?

[INTERVIEWER: ENTER '0' FOR NONE OR '995' FOR ALL HIS/HER LIFE]

OTHER: ENTER NUMBER: ### [SOFT RANGE CHECK = DOB OF PARENT FROM A806_XX TO PRESENT]

IF A808_X = UNITED STATES GO TO A821_X.
NONE 0 GO TO A822_XX
ALL HIS/HER LIFE 995 GO TO A822_XX
REFUSED -1 [A820_X]
DON'T KNOW -2 [A820_X]

A820_X. In what year did [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] first enter the United States?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF PARENT FROM A806_X TO PRESENT]
REFUSED -1 GO TO A822_XX
DON'T KNOW -2 GO TO A822_XX

A821_X. In what year did [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] first reenter the United States after living abroad?

ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB OF PARENT FROM A806_X TO PRESENT]
REFUSED -1
DON'T KNOW -2

(1ST COUNTRY) A822_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A822b_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A822d_XX, XX=1: [FOR A822_XX: What [IF A811_X=2 / was; ELSE / is] [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person]'s country of citizenship? ] FOR A822_XX GO TO A822b_XX; FOR A822b_XX GO TO A822d_XX; FOR A822d_XX GO TO A824_XX
XX>1: [INTERVIEWER: CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS ANOTHER COUNTRY OR SELECT "NO OTHER MENTIONED" FROM THE LIST BELOW]
NO OTHER COUNTRY 995 GO TO A824_XX
[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A808_XX ON TOP]
OTHER SPECIFY 997 FOR A822_XX GO TO A822a_XX;
FOR A822b_XX GO TO A822c_XX; FOR A822d_XX GO TO A822e_XX
REFUSED -1 GO TO A824_XX
DON'T KNOW -2 GO TO A824_XX

(1ST COUNTRY) A822a_XX,
(2ND COUNTRY) A822c_XX,
(3rd COUNTRY) A822e_XX, OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE = 30] FOR A822a_XX GO TO A822b_XX;
FOR A822c_XX GO TO A822d_XX; FOR A822e_XX GO TO A824_XX
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REFUSED................................................................. -1 FOR A822a_XX GO TO A822b_XX; FOR A822c_XX GO TO A822d_XX; FOR A822e_XX GO TO A824_XX

DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2 FOR A822a_XX GO TO A822b_XX; FOR A822c_XX GO TO A822d_XX; FOR A822e_XX GO TO A824_XX

A824_X. How many years of schooling [did/has] [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] [complete/completed]?

ENTER NUMBER: ## [SOFT CHECK RANGE=0 TO 30] IF ZERO GO TO A876_X

REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2

A825_X. [IF A811_X=2 / Did; ELSE / Has] [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] [IF A811_X=2 / receive; ELSE / received] any degrees, diplomas or certificates from schooling? INCLUDE SCHOOLING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE UNITED STATES

YES..................................................................... 1
NO...................................................................... 2 GO TO A876_X
REFUSED................................................................. -1 GO TO A876_X
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2

A826_X. What was [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person]’s highest degree, diploma or certificate?

(_____________) [MAX RANGE=80]

REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2

A827_X. In what country did [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY FROM A822_X ON TOP] [A829_X]
OTHER SPECIFY .................................................................. 997 [A828_X]

REFUSED................................................................. -1 [A829_X]
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2 [A829_X]

A828_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________) [MAX RANGE=30]

REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2

A829_X. In what year did [FOR X=1 / your biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your biological or adoptive mother; FOR X=3 / this other person] receive this degree, diploma or certificate?

YEAR: XXXX [SOFT CHECK RANGE=DOB FROM A806_X TO PRESENT]

REFUSED................................................................. -1
DON'T KNOW.......................................................... -2

A876_X. IF DECEASED (A811_X=2) FOR X=1 GO TO A806_X AND REPEAT FOR X=2; FOR X=2 GO TO A880_X; FOR X=3 GO TO A884_X. Is [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she; FOR X=3 / this other person] currently employed?

YES..................................................................... 1
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A877_X. What is [FOR X=1 / his; FOR X=2 / her; FOR X=3 / this other person's] main occupation?

(______________) [MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

A878_X. What is [FOR X=1 / his; FOR X=2 / her; FOR X=3 / this other person's] marital status?

Married................................................................ 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married 2
Separated........................................................... 3
Divorced............................................................ 4
Widowed................................................................ 5
Never married, not living with someone in a marriage like relationship 6
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

FOR X=1 GO TO A806_X AND REPEAT FOR X=2.

A879_X. ASK ONLY IF FOR X=1 AND X=2, A878_X = 1. FOR X=3 GO TO A884_X. OTHERS GO TO A880_X. Are your parents currently living together?

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

A879a_X. ASK ONLY IF FOR X=1 AND X=2, A878_X = 1. FOR X=3 GO TO A884_X. OTHERS GO TO A880_X. Are your parents married to each other?

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2
REFUSED .......................................................... -1
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2

A880_X. Were you raised for a significant period of time by someone other than your biological or adoptive father or mother?

YES ..................................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2 GO TO A884_X
REFUSED .......................................................... -1 GO TO A884_X
DON'T KNOW .................................................... -2 GO TO A884_X

A880A_XX. Is this someone you've already told me about?

YES GO TO A880B_XX
NO GO TO A884_XX
DK GO TO A880_XX
REF GO TO A884_XX

A880B_XX. Which person is that?
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[BRING UP ID ROSTER>18 EXCLUDING R'S CHILDREN]
IF CHOOSE FROM ROSTER, GO TO A818_XX AND REPEAT FOR X=3
NOT ON LIST GO TO A881_XX

A881_X. What was that person's relationship to you?

[RELATIONSHIP LIST][A883_X]
OTHER SPECIFY.......................... 997 [A882_X]
REFUSED...........................................-1 [A883_X]
DON'T KNOW......................................-2 [A883_X]

A882_X. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______)[MAX RANGE = 80]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A883_X. AUTOCODE FROM A881_X IF UNCLEAR: What is the sex of this person?
MALE ................................................................. 1
FEMALE ............................................................. 2
REFUSED ..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

FOR X=2 GO TO A806_X AND REPEAT FOR X=3.
A884_X. ASK ONLY IF A52=1. OTHERS GO TO A958. [RANGE = 1 TO 2]
PREAMBLE: Now I would like to ask you some questions about your [husband/wife]'s [FOR X=1 / your [husband/wife]'s parents; FOR X=2 / your [husband/wife]'s biological or adoptive mother].
A884A_XX. I have your [husband/wife]'s [X=1: father's/X=2: mother's] name as...

[IF X=1 AND SPOUSE'S FATHER IS IN HH, DISPLAY FATHER'S NAME FROM ROSTER/ IF X=2 AND SPOUSE'S MOTHER IS IN HH, DISPLAY MOTHER’S NAME FROM HH.]
IF CHOSE FROM ROSTER SKIP TO A956_XX.
NOT ON LIST GO TO A885_XX.

A885_XX. In what year was [FOR X=1 / your [husband/wife]'s biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your [husband/wife]'s biological or adoptive mother] born?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: 1850 TO PRESENT]
REFUSED..........................................................-1
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A889_X. Is [FOR X=1 / your [husband/wife]'s biological or adoptive father; FOR X=2 / your [husband/wife]'s biological or adoptive mother] still alive?
YES ................................................................. 1 GO TO A956_X
NO ................................................................. 2
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A956_X
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A956_X

A890_X. In what year did [FOR X=1 / he; FOR X=2 / she] die?
ENTER YEAR: #### [SOFT CHECK RANGE: DOB FROM A884_X TO PRESENT] GO TO A958_X
REFUSED..........................................................-1 GO TO A958_X
DON'T KNOW....................................................-2 GO TO A958_X
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A956_X. What is [FOR X=1 / his; FOR X=2 / her] marital status?

Married................................................................. 1
Living together in a marriage-like relationship but not married  2
Separated.................................................................. 3
Divorced................................................................. 4
Widowed.................................................................... 5
Never married, not living in a marriage-like relationship  6
REFUSED.....................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................................-2

FOR X=1 GO TO A884_X FOR MOTHER

A957a. ASK ONLY IF FOR X=1 AND X=2, A956_X=1. OTHERS GO TO A958. Are your [husband/wife]'s parents married to each other?

YES........................................................................ 1
NO ....................................................................... 2
REFUSED.................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW................................................................-2

A958. Now I’d like to ask you some questions about when you were a child. Thinking about the time when you were 16 years old, compared with families in the country where you grew up, would you say your family income during that time was far below average, below average, average, above average, or far above average?

FAR BELOW AVERAGE .................................... 1
BELOW AVERAGE ............................................ 2
AVERAGE .......................................................... 3
ABOVE AVERAGE............................................... 4
FAR ABOVE AVERAGE...................................... 5
IT VARIED (VOL)................................................ 6
REFUSED.....................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW................................................................-2

A959. IF FOR X=1 A812_X-A7<16 IF FOR X=1, GO TO A960. What was your father’s main occupation when you were age 16? [IWER: PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did he do? What activities did he do at work?]

(_______________)[MAX RANGE = 200]
REFUSED.................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................................-2

A960. IF FOR X=2 A812_X – A7<16 IF FOR X=2 GO TO A961. What was your mother’s main occupation when you were age 16? [IWER: PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did she do? What activities did she do at work?]

(_______________)[MAX RANGE = 200]
REFUSED.................................................................-1
DON'T KNOW........................................................-2

A961. ASK ONLY IF OTHER PERSON EXISTS (A880_X=1), IF FOR X=3 A812_X-A806_X < 16 GO TO A962. OTHERS GO TO A962. When you were age 16, what was the occupation of this other person who raised you? [IWER: PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did this person do? What activities did [he/she] do at work?]

(_______________)[MAX RANGE = 200]
REFUSED.................................................................-1
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DON'T KNOW....................................................-2

A962. In what country did you live when you were about age 10?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP][A964]
OTHER SPECIFY...........................................997 [A963]
REFUSED..................................................-1[A964]
DON'T KNOW............................................-2 [A964]

A963. OTHER (SPECIFY) (_______________)[MAX RANGE = 30]

REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW............................................-2

A964. Were you living in a rural area when about age 10?

YES............................................................. 1
NO .................................................................. 2
REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW............................................-2

A965. Ask only if A52=1. Others go to B1. Thinking about the time when your [husband/wife] was 16 years old, compared with families in the country where [he/she] grew up, would you say [his/her] family income during that time was far below average, below average, average, above average, or far above average?

FAR BELOW AVERAGE ................................. 1
BELOW AVERAGE ....................................... 2
AVERAGE ..................................................... 3
ABOVE AVERAGE ....................................... 4
FAR ABOVE AVERAGE ............................... 5
IT VARIED (VOL)........................................ 6
REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW............................................-2

A966. If for X=1 A890_X-A884_X < 16, go to A967. What was your [husband/wife]'s father's main occupation when your [husband/wife] was age 16? [IWER: PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did he do? What activities did he do at work?]

(____________________)[MAX RANGE = 200]

REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW............................................-2

A967. If for X=2 A890_X-A884_X < 16, go to A968. What was your [husband/wife]'s mother's main occupation when your [husband/wife] was age 16? [IWER: PROBE IF NECESSARY: What kind of work did she do? What activities did she do at work?]

(____________________)[MAX RANGE = 200]

REFUSED..................................................-1
DON'T KNOW............................................-2
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**A968.** In what country did your [husband/wife] live when [IF A6=2 he/ IF A6=1 / she] was about age 10?

[COUNTRY PICKLIST WITH COUNTRY OF ORIGIN FROM A9A ON TOP][A970]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OTHER SPECIFY</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A969.** OTHER (SPECIFY) (________________)[MAX RANGE = 30]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A970.** Was your [husband/wife] living in a rural area when [IF A6=2 he/ IF A6=1 / she] was about age 10?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>